Fusion
With a user-friendly interface, an extensive list of
manufacturers’ catalogues and comprehensive
sales tools – design your customers’ dream
kitchens and bathrooms quickly and easily with
2020 Fusion. 2020 Fusion software is the first
choice for designers working in the kitchen and
bathroom sectors. Based on 25 years of experience
and continuous development, 2020 Fusion is featurerich, yet easily accessible and is combined with
powerful sales administration tools to provide the
smoothest possible path from idea to installation.

2020spaces.com/2020Fusion

Fusion
The Challenge
In the busy world of design, you need a powerful, reliable
software you can master quickly. The ability to produce compelling
photo-realistic presentations is critical to helping your customers
visualise their new spaces.
Similarly, it is essential that you have access to a wide selection
of up-to-date and accurately priced manufacturers’ catalogues so
that you can reflect all of your suppliers’ products. You should also
be able to depend on cutting-edge technology stemming from
profound industry knowledge. Your product’s training and support
options should be superlative and flexible.

Benefits
Easily produce professional
designs
Feature-rich, yet intuitive, the
2020 Fusion design software
is based on Microsoft Office™
standards, allowing you to quickly
create professional plans, stunning
presentations and accurate quotes.

Tap into the widest selection of
manufacturers’ products

customers.

Design with confidence. 2020 Fusion
gives you fingertip access to more
manufacturers’ products and prices
than any other design software in the
industry.

The Solution

Train in record time

Ultimately, the software you choose should be easy to use, give
you creative scope and leave a lasting impression with your

A smart interface makes designing with 2020 Fusion easy and
enjoyable. An extensive choice of manufacturers’ catalogues
allows you to plan with the largest library of products in the
industry; while the software’s automatic pricing mechanism lets
you produce instant customer quotes.
In addition, realistic graphics mean you can create stunning
presentations that will captivate your customers. The software’s
diverse functionality and thoughtful design is derived from a close
understanding of the kitchen and bathroom sectors and is backed
up by exemplary training and customer support. Powerful and
intuitive, 2020 Fusion gives you a natural, yet effective, design
experience.

The 2020 Fusion interface will be
familiar to anyone who’s ever used
Microsoft Office™, making it easy to
take advantage of its many valuable
features.

Captivate with powerful
presentations
Create compelling presentations
and movies featuring natural lighting
and real-life settings so customers
can easily picture their new spaces.
Customers can even view the design
on one screen while you make
modifications on another.

Benefit from valuable sales tools
Improve your productivity by
immediately generating customer
quotes and ordering products
electronically with 2020 Fusion.
Intelligent sales tools let you manage
every aspect of your project, from
confirming delivery dates to ensuring
millimetre perfect installation.

What 2020 Fusion delivers
2020 Fusion is an easy-to-use kitchen and bathroom design software that seamlessly integrates cutting-edge
technology and comprehensive sales management tools.
This high-end professional sales tool builds on 25 years of industry experience, giving you the power to choose from
thousands of manufacturers’ products. In addition, the software’s renowned graphical capabilities let you create
impressive presentations and movies.
What’s more, 2020 Fusion produces accurate quotes, orders, invoices and installation guides, providing everything
needed to create perfectly designed spaces from start to fabulous finish.

How 2020 Fusion is helping you
• Design more easily with 2020 Fusion, assisted by a variety of
wizards, automated planning and optimisation tools.
• Produce accurately dimensioned and annotated plan and
elevation views according to recognised industry standards.
• Enhance designs by importing room layouts, as well as 3D
models and materials to represent any object in all areas of the
home.
• Instantly produce customer quotes, with all manufacturer items
accurately priced, based upon the features and options chosen.
• Benefit from our close relationships with suppliers to the
kitchen, bathroom and home improvement industry.

Fusion Key Features
Access the most comprehensive list of manufacturers’ catalogues in

Impress your customers with photo-

the industry. When designing, easily substitute products from other

realistic 3D presentations. Display

brands or recall favourite product arrangements. Automatic trade and

several views and work on more than

retail pricing lets you instantly generate quotes, invoices and orders, as

one design at a time, or present your

well as calculate and manage profit margins. Designers can now stream

design on a separate customer-facing

content from 2020 Cloud, a fast and reliable way to get the latest

screen. In addition, add or modify products

manufacturer catalogues. Content from 2020 Cloud is certified to work

within any view and see your changes

with 2020 Fusion and is always up to date.

automatically being made throughout
the application.

Extensive Manufacturers’ Catalogues

Complete Tiling and
Covering Tools

Ultimate Viewing
Power

Superior Help Always at Hand

Embellish your designs with a wide variety of surfaces,

As in Microsoft Office™, 2020 Fusion help files are

including tiling, flooring, carpeting and wallpaper. Built-

task-driven. Just type in what you want to do and the

in tools let you apply custom patterns, place feature

software will instantly find the function for you. Help files

tiles and insert manufacturer-specified combinations.

are also regularly updated so as long as you are online,

In addition, 2020 Fusion automatically validates your

you will have instant access to the most up-to-date tips

choices and calculates the amount of material you will

and advice.

need to cover each respective area.

360º Panoramic Views
The 360° Panorama feature in 2020 Fusion allows you to provide your clients with an immersive 3D experience that
makes them feel like they are right inside their new design. Simply email a panoramic view link to your clients and
they can open it in web browsers or on mobile devices and share with friends and family. The new feature provides
an inspiring and highly professional way to get your customers excited about their new space and increases the
chances they move forward with the project. Use completed panoramas as marketing tools on your website and with
prospects! The panorama feature is included free of charge to supported 2020 Fusion customers and there is no
limit on how many you can produce.
Scan to try it yourself or see an extensive library of examples at www.2020spaces.com/2020fusionpano

SCAN TO TRY 360O VIEW!
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Fusion
Other Major Features
Wide selection of 3D models

Real-life backgrounds

A direct link to the Trimble 3D Warehouse™ lets you
choose from a large online database of free SketchUp™
models to further enhance your designs. Also import 3D
models into 2020 Fusion in several other recognised file
formats.

Personalise your presentations by importing photographs
of the views from the windows of your customers’
homes.

Precise dimensioning and annotation
Instantly dimension and annotate both plan and elevation
views according to industry standards. You can also
insert installation symbols, or add your own dimensions
and notes to truly customise your designs.

Instant designs
Qualify customers in seconds using automated kitchen
design tools to provide an indicative price based on the
room layout and the styles and options chosen. Let
2020 Fusion quickly and easily add the linear items to
your design, whilst calculating the optimum quantities
required.

Natural lighting effects
2020 Fusion lets the sun shine in with its ability to add
natural lighting effects that make the most of your
designs’ colours and textures.

Impressive movies
Let customers take a virtual tour of their dream space
with the compelling 2020 Fusion movie feature.

Helpful project management tools
Stay on top of each project from start to finish by tracking
orders, tasks, delivery dates and payments with fully
integrated customer management tools in 2020 Fusion.

Manufacturer Relationships
We are continuously working with manufacturers to forge new and lasting partnerships, ensuring that our customers
benefit from the widest range of options available, delivered in parallel with the release of their product manuals.
Examples of manufacturers who we are currently working with are as follows:
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The 2020 Fusion Product Philosophy
With a focus on offering designers the most advanced software in the market,
the team behind 2020 Fusion has paid close attention to industry trends and
customer feedback. The result is an intelligent interface that sets 2020 Fusion
apart from any other solution on the market today. Feature-rich, yet fluid, 2020
Fusion is the ultimate in contemporary design software.

Active Industry Participation
As an organisation, 2020 maintains a strong commitment to the KBB industry
through its active participation in several important associations, including the
Kitchen Bathroom Specialist Association (KBSA), the Bathroom Manufacturers
Association (BMA) and the National Training Group (NTG).

Product Certification and Testing
As a registered member of the Microsoft Partner Network, 2020 continuously
seeks to develop innovative customer solutions and services based upon
Microsoft technologies. As such, their products are routinely submitted for
all relevant testing and certification processes, the most recent of which has
resulted in the award of the ‘Compatible with Windows®8’ logo for 2020
Fusion.

Superior Support and Training
In addition to its user-friendly design, 2020 Fusion is backed up by unparalleled
customer support and flexible training packages. Put your mind at rest
knowing that our experienced team provides assistance through our customer
helpline every weekday from 9 am to 5 pm. You can even benefit from our
range of online support services, including remote computer assistance. A
variety of training options, including seminars, online training and one-to-one
sessions are also available.

Trade Associations
& Memberships

About 2020
2020 helps professional designers, retailers and manufacturers in the interior
design and furniture industries capture ideas, inspire innovation and streamline
processes. By providing end-to-end solutions and the world’s largest collection
of manufacturers’ catalogs, 2020 provides businesses with the software and
content to be more efficient, integrated and productive.
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